Quantum Entrepreneurship Laboratory
20 Students | All Disciplines | One semester | 4 Prototypes
6 ECTS ~ 180h

The Quantum Entrepreneurship Laboratory is a project-based course that brings together students of different backgrounds with reputable industry partners and selected quantum specialists to explore new commercial applications of quantum computing.

- **Real-world challenges**: Learn the potential of quantum technologies by building technological proof of concept and a business model to create your product.
- **Real entrepreneurial experience**: The only way to learn how to build a company, is to build one. Next to that, this course is the closest thing you can do!
- **Real-world experts**: Defining a product is no easy feat. Receive input lectures from world-class experts, that support you in the product development journey.

Apply at: [www.pushquantum.tech/qel-v2](http://www.pushquantum.tech/qel-v2) until 06.04.!